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Abstract

We study the real-time Granger-causal relationship between crude oil prices and US GDP growth

through an out-of-sample (OOS) forecasting exercise; we do so after providing strong evidence of

in-sample predictability from oil prices to GDP. Comparing our benchmark model “without oil”

against alternatives “with oil,” we strongly reject the null hypothesis of no OOS predictability

from oil prices to GDP via our point forecast comparisons from the mid-1980s through the

Great Recession. Further analysis shows that these results may be due to our oil price measures

serving as proxies for a recently developed measure of global real economic activity omitted from

the alternatives to the benchmark forecasting models in which we only use lags of GDP growth.

By way of density forecast OOS comparisons, we find evidence of such oil price predictability for

GDP for our full 1970-2009 OOS period. Examination of the density forecasts reveals a massive

increase in forecast uncertainty following the post Yom-Kippur War crude oil price increases.
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1 Introduction

Blinder and Rudd (2009) emphasize that, in apparently helping to produce large macroeconomic

effects in the form of high inflation and a deep recession, the 1973 post-Yom Kippur War oil price

increases had a sense of being “something new, if not indeed something sui generis, at the time.”1 In

a seminal paper, however, Hamilton (1983) shows that a strong case can be made for the hypothesis

that negative oil price shocks systematically preceded recessions from the early post-World War II

period to the beginning of the 1980s.

He finds that crude oil prices Granger-cause real output over the full 1948-1980 sample period as

well as the 1948-1972 and 1973-1980 subsamples; Figure 1 shows a time series plot of a benchmark

crude oil price measure and the NBER recession dates from 1955Q1 to 2009Q4. Further, the general

failure of the macroeconomic variables considered to Granger-cause oil prices, along with historical

and institutional details of the post-World War II oil market studied in Hamilton (1985), leads him

to conclude that the crude oil price changes observed in this era were exogenous relative to general

business cycle fluctuations.

The data Hamilton (1983) uses end in 1980. With extended data roughly running to the middle

of the 1990s, Hooker (1996) establishes that, via the linear time series approach employed by

Hamilton (1983), crude oil prices no longer Granger-cause real output. Accordingly, he questions

the then increasing use in the macroeconomics literature of oil prices as instrumental variables

at the same time that they appear to play a less important role across the business cycle. In

response, Hamilton (1996) demonstrates that a nonlinear transformation of oil prices he labels the

“net oil price increase” (NOPI), in place of the raw oil price growth rate, produces a Granger-causal

relationship from oil prices to output when the more recent data are included.

Subsequent to this exchange between Hooker and Hamilton, several papers document a weaken-

ing of the relationship between oil prices and the macroeconomy, including Bernanke, Gertler, and

Watson (1997), Blanchard and Gaĺı (2008), and Herrera and Pesavento (2009). However, Hamilton

and Herrera (2004) show that the results in Bernanke et al. (1997) are not robust, while Hamilton

(2009) points out that the Blanchard and Gaĺı (2008) estimates imply, counterintuitively, that the

US 1981-82 recession would have been deeper in the absence of the crude oil price shocks that pre-

ceded it. Further, applying the novel random field approach of Hamilton (2001), Hamilton (2003)

presents evidence suggesting that the causal relationship from oil prices to GDP growth continues

to be strong, and argues that measures of oil supply disruptions can serve as useful exogenous

instruments in instrumental variables regressions.2

1We note that Barsky and Kilian (2002) question the causal role that oil price increases played in the stafglation
of the 1970s.

2Using several econometric specifications, though, Kilian (2008) can not reject the null hypothesis that the in-
struments suggested by Hamilton (2003) are weak in the sense of Cragg and Donald (1993) and Stock and Yogo
(2005).



All of the literature referenced above is based on in-sample (IS) analysis. The goal of this paper

is to explore this relationship by way of an out-of-sample (OOS) forecasting study. Our interest in

doing so is not necessarily motivated by concern that IS inference without OOS verification is likely

to be spurious, as Ashley, Granger, and Schmalensee (1980) warn, such that an OOS approach

inherently involves less overfitting and is necessarily the correct one to adopt. Rather, we view the

results we obtain as a natural complement to the set of mixed and conflicting results reported by

leading scholars in the literature and refer to the argument of Welch and Goyal (2008) that they

provide “useful diagnostic” information about the underlying dynamic relationship.

Welch and Goyal (2008) maintain that it is not reasonable to search for evidence of OOS

predictability in the absence of IS predictability. Accordingly, for models we further explain below,

in Figure 2 we present evidence of such IS predictability from crude oil prices to US GDP using

a sequence rolling estimation windows of post-World War II data. In each graph comparisons

are made against a benchmark model with no oil price measure included and alternatives which do

include such oil price data. For every estimation window considered, the benchmark model generates

a higher value of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and a lower marginal likelihood.

Following many precedents in the literature, the models with which we generate sequences of

OOS forecasts are estimated on vintages of real-time data.3 The importance of using such data,

as opposed to revised data, is twofold. First, if the models producing the sequence of forecasts in

the OOS study were estimated with the most recent vintage available at the time the research is

carried out, this would be equivalent to assuming that economic agents have information that is,

in fact, unavailable to them when forecasting future economic activity. Second, use of revised data

can give a misleading impression of the relative OOS forecasting performance of the alternative

models considered.4

We carry out our OOS predictability analysis with both point and density forecasts. Our

key results from the point forecast comparisons are as follows. We find very strong statistically

significant predictability from oil prices to GDP from the 1980s through the Great Recession.

Further examination suggests that some of these results may be due to the oil price measures

we use proxying for variables omitted from the alternatives to the benchmark, such as Kilian’s

(2009) real global economic activity measure. Our density forecast comparisons establish OOS

predictability from oil prices to GDP growth for the full 1970-2009 OOS period.

Bachmeier, Li, and Liu (2008) also study the OOS predictability from oil prices to GDP growth,

reaching the strong conclusion that there is no such predictability. We note that they do so, however,

with revised data, such that the above caveats arguably apply. In addition, they only consider point

forecast comparisons.

3Croushore and Stark (2003) provide a useful discussion of real-time versus revised data.

4This is the case, for example, for the OOS time series forecasts Faust and Wright (2009) analyze.
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The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we discuss our forecasting models and evaluation

criteria, and present our results in Section 3. We conclude in Section 4.

2 Forecasting GDP with Oil Prices

We generate h−step ahead OOS forecasts, for h = 1 and h = 4, of quarterly US GDP growth

rates using real-time vintage j and compute forecast errors with the first release value of the US

GDP (from vintage j + 1 in the h = 1 case and from vintage j + 4 in the h = 4 case). For all

the models we use direct forecasting for the h−step ahead forecasts, such that we do not need to

employ multi-equation systems to produce our forecasts.

We use data for US GDP, import prices, the consumer price index (CPI), and the personal con-

sumption expenditures deflator from real-time vintages downloaded from the Philadelphia Federal

Reserve Bank’s real-time database from 1955Q1 to 2009Q4; the first vintage covers 1955Q1-1969Q4,

and the last vintage runs from 1955Q1 to 2009Q4. The main crude oil price measure we focus on

is the monthly West Texas Intermediate spot oil price, downloaded from Dow Jones, and compute

the arithmetic averages across each quarter to produce our quarterly oil price series; we check the

robustness of our results with both the Brent and Dubai crude spot oil price series, downloaded

from Bloomberg. The interest rate variables we use are the 10-year Treasury Bond, 3-month Trea-

sury Bill, Federal Funds, Aaa, and Baa rates from the FRED database at the Federal Reserve of

Saint Louis. As a measure of global economic activity, we use the nominal shipping series from

Kilian (2009).

2.1 Forecasting Models

A standard benchmark to forecast GDP growth is an autoregressive model of order p.

yt = α+
p∑

i=1

βiyt−i + σεt, (1)

where εt ∼ N(0, 1). In the oil and the macroeconomy literature, the lag order p for the estimated

models is often set equal to 4; see, for example, Hamilton (2003).5 We consider this case and also

identify p according to the AIC; in the second case we refer to the model as AR(p)AIC. Bayesian

inference is applied with weak informative conjugate priors to restrict regression coefficients to

zero.6 The model is estimated and point and density forecasts are produced via a sequence of

5On identifying the lag order for time series models, Cochrane (2005, p. 26) notes, “we tend to throw in a few
extra lags just to be sure and leave it at that.”

6We use a normal inverted gamma prior with means for α and the βi equal to zero and variances equal to 100.
The predictive densities are Student−t distributed, and the means of densities are used as point forecasts. See, for
example, Koop (2003) for details.
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15-year moving windows; the first moving window IS period is 1955Q1-1969Q4. As Swanson (1998)

emphasizes, use of a fixed-length moving window approach allows the data generating process to

evolve over time. Our decision to adopt this approach is motivated by the evidence of structural

instability in US macroeconomic time series reported by Stock and Watson (1996), Sensier and van

Dijk (2004), and others.

Next we extend the AR(p) benchmark with an oil price measure:

yt = α+
p∑

i=1

βiyt−i +
p∑

i=1

δioilt−i + σεt, (2)

where εt ∼ N(0, 1) and oilt is the oil price measure at time t. We use two alternatives: the

oil price growth rate, oilt = ln(pt) − ln(pt−1) where pt is the West Texas Intermediate spot oil

price in quarter t; and the NOPI measure proposed by Hamilton (1996), oilt = max[(ln(pt) −
max[ln(pt−1), .., ln(pt−4)]), 0]. Given our two schemes for the lag length p, this leads to four alterna-

tives to the AR(4) and AR(p)AIC benchmarks: ARX(4)o, ARX(4)n, ARX(p)oAIC, and ARX(p)nAIC,

where the superscripts ‘o’ and ‘n’ indicate, respectively, that the ARX alternative model includes

p lags of the crude oil price growth rate and the NOPI measure.

It is possible that forecast improvement obtained by adding an oil price measure to the AR(p)

benchmark, or failure to achieve such forecast improvement, is driven by an omitted variable in

models (1) and (2). To examine this question, we also consider the following benchmark model:

yt = α+
p∑

i=1

βiyt−i +
p∑

i=1

δizt−i + σεt, (3)

where εt ∼ N(0, 1) and zt is a non-oil price macro variable. We refer to the benchmarks from (3) as

ARX(4)z and ARX(p)zAIC for each of the macro variables. As an alternative to these benchmarks,

we add an oil price measure:

yt = α+
p∑

i=1

βiyt−i +
p∑

i=1

δizt−i +
p∑

i=1

γioilt−i + σεt, (4)

where εt ∼ N(0, 1). We refer to these alternatives as ARX(4)z,o, ARX(4)z,n, ARX(p)z,oAIC , and

ARX(p)z,nAIC .

To determine which macro variables zt to include in forecast comparisons between models (3)

and (4), we first compare point forecasts using the AR(4) and AR(p)AIC benchmarks against,

respectively, ARX(4)z and ARX(p)zAIC alternatives for the following macro variables: growth rates

of the import price deflator, personal consumption expenditures deflator, and nominal shipping

freight index of Kilian (2009), the linear detrended real shipping freight index of Kilian (2009),

the 3-month T-Bill rate, the 3-month T-Bill/fed funds, 10-year T-Bond/three-month T-Bill, and
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Moody’s Baa/Aaa spreads, and a macro “factor” computed as the first principal component of the

preceding variables. Consideration of these variables is based upon a large literature, including

Estrella and Hardouvelis (1991), Hooker (1996), Stock and Watson (1999), Wright (2006), and

others, as well as our need to use real-time data. Using the tests described below, we find evidence

of OOS predictability from zt to GDP growth for only four of these nine macro variables, the growth

rates of the import price and personal consumption expenditures deflators, the linear detrended

real shipping freight index, and the macro factor.7 Accordingly, we use these four variables in our

OOS comparisons between models (3) and (4).

It may very well be the case that use of fixed-length moving windows with linear models is

not sufficiently flexible to capture the structural change in US GDP dynamics over the period we

study. In an attempt to allow for greater flexibility, we note that we also reformulated the models

discussed above with time-varying parameters. In particular, we introduced time instability via

breaks in model parameters as in Ravazzolo and Vahey (2010), where shifts are determined by an

unobserved stochastic process; the model nests conventional two-state Markov-switching models

pioneered by Hamilton (1989), but allows for considerably more general behavior. However, we

found that the OOS forecasts generated by this nonlinear approach are rather strongly dominated

by those obtained with linear models estimated over fixed-length moving windows. Accordingly,

we do not include discussion of these time-varying forecasts below.8

2.2 Forecast Evaluation

To examine the predictive power of crude oil prices for GDP growth, we use evaluation statistics

for point and density forecasts previously proposed in literature. We compare point forecasts

in terms of mean square prediction errors (MSPEs), but for the alternatives to the benchmarks

we use “adjusted” MSPEs, where the MSPE adjustment is made as per Clark and West (2007)

(hereafter CW), for different models and different OOS periods. Under the null hypothesis that the

parsimonious benchmark model is the true DGP, use of estimated non-benchmark models (which

nest the benchmark) induces noise into OOS forecasts by way of estimation of parameters with

zero population means. The CW MSPE adjustment is an attempt to reduce the role of such noise

when making OOS forecasting comparisons for nested models. We test the null hypothesis that the

nested benchmark model without an oil price measure has the lower MSPE by way of two tests:

(1) the CW test, which compares MSPEs between the benchmark and a single alternative; and (2)

the Hubrich and West (2010) (hereafter HW) test, which simultaneously compares MSPEs between

7Full details are available upon request.

8For this class of models there is very little evidence of OOS predictability from oil prices to GDP growth. We
believe this reflects the time-varying benchmark’s ability to compensate for possible misspecification by allowing for
robust time variation in the intercept, the autoregressive coefficients, and the variance of the stochastic error term.
Full details are available upon request.
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the benchmark and a small set of alternatives as a check against data snooping.9

To implement the CW test, we compute:

f̂t+h = (yt+h − ŷ1,t+h)2 − [(yt+h − ŷ2,t+h)2 − (ŷ1,t+h − ŷ2,t+h)2], t = N, ..., T − h, (5)

where yt+h is the realization of the variable of interest at time t+ h, ŷi,t+h, i = 1, 2, are the h-step

ahead point forecasts conditional on the information at time t from model 1 (the parsimonious

nested benchmark) and from model 2 (the larger one), N is the last IS observation, and T is the

last OOS observation. The CW test for equal MSPE is carried out by regressing f̂t+h on a constant

and running a t−test for the null hypothesis that the constant is less than equal to zero. Failure

to reject the null indicates that model 2 reduces to model 1 at the given significance level.

HW provide two tests, a “max MSPE-adj t−statistic,” for which the maximum is computed

across the set of m CW t−statistics, where m is the number of alternatives to the benchmark, and

a χ2 variant. We use the max t−statistic test for two reasons. First, it has higher power than the

χ2 test. Second, we found that the χ2 test can provide misleading inference for the following case:

when some of the CW t−statistics are large and negative (such that there are not rejections of the

one-sided null), the χ2 can be spuriously large. Below, “HW test” refers to the max t−statistic

test.

To run the HW test with m alternatives to the benchmark, an m×m matrix Ω̂ is constructed,

where the i, j element of Ω̂ is the sample correlation between the CW t−statistics for alternatives

i and j. Then the distribution of the max t−statistic is estimated by taking a large number of

draws from an N(0, Ω̂) distribution, in which the maximum of the random vector is stored from

each draw; following HW, we take 50,000 draws. The p−value of the observed max t−statistic is

computed from this empirical distribution of maxima.

Density forecasts are compared using a test based on the Kullback-Leibler information criterion

KLIC distance measure, which focuses on the difference between two log scores, where the log

score of a density forecast for OOS observation t+ h is computed as the log of the density forecast

for that observation. Amisano and Giacomini (2007) (hereafter AG) derive a KLIC test for equal

predictive density accuracy for the case of two nested models estimated using fixed size IS rolling

windows of data. For each OOS observation t+ h, define:

WLRt+h = w(ystdt+h)(ln(g1(yt+h|It))− ln(g2(yt+h|It))), (6)

where g1 and g2 are, respectively, the scores for the benchmark model 1 and the alternative model

2, w(·) is a weighting function, and ystdt+h is the realization yt+h standardized using the IS data with

9“Small” in this context means that the number of alternative models is significantly lower than the sample size of
the estimation window. We note that HW’s simulation study shows that their tests have greater power than White’s
(2000) “reality check” for the cases considered.
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which the density forecasts are estimated. The AG test statistic is computed as:

tn =
WLRn
σ̂t+h/

√
n
, (7)

where n = T−h−N , WLRn = n−1
∑T−h

N WLRt+h, and σ̂t+h is the square root of a heteroscedastic

and autocorrelation consistent (HAC) estimator of the asymptotic variance σ2
nvar(

√
n WLRn). In

reporting our results below, we use the “center of distribution” weighting function of AG, which

ignores the effects of any possible outliers.10 Below “AG test” refers to the test computed using

the center of distribution weighting function.

3 Results

We report OOS forecasting results for the 1970Q1 to 2009Q4 period as well as for a set of six

subsamples, with each starting five years later than the previous one but also ending in 2009Q4, i.e.

1975Q1-2009Q4, 1980Q1-2009Q4, ..., 2000Q1-2009Q4. Through consideration of these subsamples

we are able to obtain an assessment about whether the oil predictability has changed over time,

and in particular for specific periods such as the oil crises in the 1970’s, the reversal of oil prices in

the mid 1980s and subsequent relatively low oil price volatility regime through most of the 1990s,

and the eventual high oil price volatility period after 2000.

3.1 Point Forecasts

Table 1 presents results for tests of equal OOS forecast accuracy at the h = 1 and h = 4 horizons

for the AR(4) and AR(p)AIC benchmarks. For each benchmark model, the MSPE is reported,

whereas for the alternatives to the benchmark the ratio of the model’s adjusted MSPE to the

benchmark MSPE is reported. At h = 1, addition of an oil price measure to the AR(4) benchmark

in forecasting GDP growth generates a reduction in MSPE in twenty-six out of twenty-eight cases.

The MSPE reduction produced with the ARX(4)n model is significant at conventional levels for the

full 1970-2009 OOS period via both the CW and HW tests. For the 1975-2009 subsample, however,

the MSPE ratios are greater than 1 for both the ARX(4)o and ARX(4)n alternatives. Though

the MSPE ratios are less than 1 for these models in the 1980-2009 subsample, the CW and HW

p−values are above 0.10. For the last four subsamples, 1985-2009 and onward, the CW p−values

for these models are all less than 0.10; the rejections are stronger for the ARX(4)n forecasts and

the HW p−values are all less than 0.05.

At the h = 1 forecast step, when the lag length p is selected by AIC the addition of the crude

10Our OOS density forecast comparisons are not strongly affected with use of the other three weighting functions
AG provide.
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oil price growth rate to the AR(p) benchmark does not lead to statistically significant reductions in

MSPE for any of the OOS periods. But when the NOPI measure is used, a similar pattern of results

is obtained, with some exceptions, relative to setting p = 4 for all IS windows. The exceptions are

as follows. First, the CW and HW p−values are considerably higher, both over 0.10, for the full

1970-2009 OOS period. Second, there are very strong rejections via both tests for the 1980-2009

subsample. The similarity is that, for the last four subsamples, the p−values for both the CW and

HW tests are quite low.

The ARX(4)o and ARX(4)n results at the h = 4 forecast horizon for the most part mirror those

at h = 1 by way of both the CW and HW tests. One difference is that, even though the ARX(4)n

generates a larger MSPE reduction at h = 4 relative to h = 1 for the full 1970-2009 OOS period, the

CW and HW null hypotheses are not rejected at conventional significance levels. The other is that

there is a marginally significance MSPE reduction, via the CW test but not the HW test, produced

by the ARX(4)o forecast for the 1980-2009 OOS subsample. When the lag length is selected by the

AIC, at h = 4 use of either the crude oil price growth rate or NOPI measure generates a higher

MSPE relative to the benchmark for the 1970-2009, 1975-2009, and 1980-2009 OOS periods. The

CW test p−values are very high for the ARX(p)oAIC forecasts for the last four OOS subsamples at

h = 4. In contrast, for each of these last four subsamples, the ARX(p)nAIC forecasts lead to rejection

of the CW test null at the 10% significance level; however, the HW test p−value is below 0.10 only

for the 2000-2009 OOS period.

The results in Table 1 suggest considerable time variation in the point forecast predictability

from crude oil prices to GDP growth over the OOS periods we consider. First, when the 1970s, and

in most cases the early 1980s are included in the OOS sample, there generally is no strong evidence

of such predictability; the p−values for both the CW and HW tests are below 0.10 for only one out

of twelve cases. Given the high volatility of oil prices in these years, we find these results surprising;

we offer an explanation in discussion of our density forecasts below. Second, from the mid-1980s,

with the onset of the Great Moderation, through the Great Recession, there is very strong evidence

of such predictability, with the evidence being marginally stronger at the h = 1 forecast horizon.

Table 2 presents results for OOS predictability test results in which the benchmark and alter-

native models are given by, respectively, equations (3) and (4).11 The purpose of this set of tests is

to help us investigate the possibility that the results reported in Table 1 are influenced by omission

of a relevant variable from the models used. To help focus the discussion, Table 2 gives results only

for the h = 1 forecast step. We first consider those cases in which the lag length p is fixed at 4, and

believe they provide four results of interest. First, for the last three subsamples, 1990-2009, 1995-

2009, and 2000-2009, the HW test p−value is greater than 0.10 in all twelve cases, suggesting that

11The nominal shipping index series of Kilian (2009), with which we produce the associated real linear detrended
series, begins in 1968Q1. Since we use 15-year estimation windows, the first OOS subsample we have available using
this series is 1985Q1-2009Q4.
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the positive oil price predictability results for these subsamples in Table 1 indeed may be due to our

oil price variables proxying for some omitted variables. Second, for the 1985-2009 OOS period, the

HW p−values are below 0.10 in three out of four cases; the exception is when the macro factor is

added to the models. Third, though the oil price alternatives generally produce MSPE reductions

relative to the benchmark when the macro factor is included, the CW and HW test p−values are

below 0.10 in only one out of the twenty-one cases across all OOS periods. These results are consis-

tent with our macro factor being a parsimonious measure of key macroeconomic behavior missing

from equations (3) and (4). Fourth, use of the ARX(4)i and ARX(4)c benchmarks leads to strong

evidence of predictability from oil prices to GDP for both the 1975-200 and 1980-2009, implying

that our failure to find such evidence for these OOS subsamples in Table 1 may stem from omission

of the import price deflator and personal consumption expenditures deflator growth rates.

Next we discuss the results in Table 2 for which the lag length p is selected by the AIC. Two

key results are as follows. First, for the last four subsamples, the HW test p−values are greater

than 0.10 when the import price deflator growth rate, personal consumption expenditures deflator

growth rate, and linear detrended real shipping index are included in the benchmark. These results

are consistent with what we obtain using these variables in the benchmark models when the lag

length p is set equal to 4, and similarly suggest that our oil price predictability results in Table 1

may reflect omission of relevant variables. Second, in contrast to the results reported in the first

section of Table 2, when the benchmark includes the macro factor the CW and HW test p−values

are below 0.10 in thirteen out of the twenty-one cases across all OOS periods; all of these rejections

at conventional significance levels occur in subsamples beginning in 1980 or later. For the middle

to latter part of our OOS period, these results suggest that omission of our macro factor variable

does not play a role in generating the positive oil price predictability evidence in Table 1. On the

other hand, we note that the low CW test p−values generated by the ARX(p)f,oAIC forecasts for the

last four subsamples contrast strongly with what we report for the ARX(p)oAIC forecasts in Table

1, suggesting that the latter results may reflect omission of the macro factor from the ARX(p)oAIC
model.

As an additional check, we ran predictability tests in which we use models given by equations

(2) and (4) as, respectively, the benchmark and alternative models. Such tests examine whether the

macro variable zt OOS Granger-causes GDP growth conditional on including an oil price measure

in the benchmark. We are specifically interested in those subsamples for which Table 1 reports

strong evidence of oil price predictability for GDP growth, and accordingly do not report a table

of full results across all OOS subsamples. The main findings of interest as are follows. Adding

the linear detrended real shipping index leads to low CW and HW test p−values for the last three

subsamples against both the ARX(4)o and ARX(4)n benchmarks. On the other hand, use of the

shipping index does not lead to significant MSPE reductions against the ARX(4)n benchmark for
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any OOS subsample.12 Further, for the other macro variables, we generally fail to find evidence of

OOS predictability from zt to GDP growth.

3.2 Density Forecasts

We next turn to discussion of our density forecast evidence on the OOS predictive power of oil

prices for GDP. Table 3 reports log scores and AG test p−values for the AR(4) and AR(p)AIC

benchmarks at both the h = 1 and h = 4 forecast horizons for the same OOS periods considered for

the point forecast analysis. We note that higher scores indicate better performance; since all of the

log scores in Table 3 are negative, values closer to zero indicate higher density forecast accuracy.

The first notable result is that, in all fifty-six cases, adding an oil price alternative to the AR(p)

benchmark yields a higher log score. In contrast, in approximately twenty percent of the cases

presented in Table 1, adding oil prices leads to a higher MSPE. Accordingly, by such metrics the

density forecasts provide stronger evidence of oil price OOS predictability for GDP growth.

At h = 1, the log score improvement produced by the ARX(4)o forecasts is significant at the

conventional levels for the last four OOS subsamples via the AG test. This set of results roughly

mirrors the ARX(4)o CW and HW results in Table 1. Adding the NOPI measure to the AR(4)

benchmark leads the AG test p−values to be below 0.05 for all seven OOS periods. In contrast,

for two OOS subsamples, 1975-2009 and 1980-2009, the ARX(4)n CW and HW p−values in Table

1 are above 0.10.

With respect to the OOS subsamples for which adding an oil price measure leads to statistically

significant forecast improvement over the AR(p)AIC benchmark, the AG test results at h = 1 exactly

match those for the CW and HW tests in Table 1. Adding the crude oil price growth rate never

leads to rejection of the null for any OOS period, and adding the NOPI measure leads to rejection

at conventional significance levels for the last five subsamples.

At h = 4, the AG test has p−values above 0.10 for all OOS period for the ARX(4)o forecasts,

such that, at this longer forecast step, the density forecasts provide far less statistically significant

predictability from oil prices to GDP growth over the AR(4) benchmark relative to the CW and

HW point forecast results in Table 1. On the other hand, via the AG test the ARX(4)n forecasts

generate statistically significant log score increases for five OOS subsamples at h = 4, the last four

as well as the full 1970-2009 OOS period.

The ARX(p)oAIC log score increases at h = 4 are statistically significant for all OOS periods.

This is a sharp contrast to the point forecast results in Table 1 for this model at the same forecast

step. But the ARX(p)nAIC log score increases at h = 4 are significant at conventional levels for only

the last OOS subsample, 2000-2009.

12Recall Table 1’s result that, when the lag length is selected using the AIC, oil price predictability is found only
via NOPI measure.
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The fan charts presented in Figures 3 and 4 allow us to examine the uncertainty associated with

our forecasts. The left and right panels focus on, respectively, the full 1970-2009 and 2000-2009

OOS periods. One key motivation for providing these two sets of graphs for each class of models

is that the 1973 post-Yom Kippur War crude oil price increases manifest themselves in the form

of what can arguably be called an “explosion” of forecast uncertainty, such that there appears

to be practically no forecast uncertainty afterwards. This is most pronounced for the ARX(p)oAIC,

ARX(4)o, and ARX(4)n forecasts, but even for the ARX(p)nAIC, the width of the fan chart is roughly

twice that of the AR(p)AIC benchmark in the early-to-mid 1970s. The right panel sets of fan charts

clearly show, however, that there is considerable forecast uncertainty outside of this period. The

2000-2009 OOS subsample is also of interest, all else equal, since it was also a period of high oil

price volatility. In the post-Lehman Brothers collapse period, there is a substantial increase in

forecast uncertainty, and the increase is larger for the forecasts produced by adding an oil price

measure to the benchmark. But our fan charts demonstrate that there is no similar explosion of

forecast uncertainty associated with these oil price movements.

To return to the quote from Blinder and Rudd (2009) at the opening of our paper, perhaps the

late 1973 oil price shocks indeed were sui generis in the sense of the subsequent massive increase

in forecast uncertainty. In light of this finding, we speculate that it is a primary factor behind our

general failure to find evidence of point forecast predictability from oil prices to GDP growth when

the 1970s and early 1980s are included in the OOS period.

The 2000-2009 fan charts also provide graphical insight on the forecasting benefit of including

crude oil prices, especially the NOPI measure, in a forecasting model of GDP growth during the

depths of the Great Recession. For both the AR(4) and AR(p)AIC benchmarks, the movement of

actual GDP growth to the trough in 2008Q4 is considerably below the 5% percentiles of the density

forecasts, whereas such behavior is not observed for the ARX(4)n and ARX(p)oAIC models.

3.3 Two Robustness Checks

In their critique on the IS oil prices and the macroeconomy literature, Barsky and Kilian (2002)

argue that it is important to note may very well be feedback from GDP growth to crude oil prices.

To address this question for the OOS concerns of our paper, using the approaches described above

we examined the evidence on the OOS predictability from GDP growth to oil prices. We do not

detail these results here, but note that our main finding is that GDP growth is generally not

Granger-causal for either the growth rate of crude oil prices or the NOPI measure across all of the

OOS periods we consider.

Our discussion above focuses on results obtained using oil price measures computed from the

West Texas Intermediate spot oil price. We also ran through our procedures using data on the

Brent and Dubai spot oil price series, and generally obtained strongly similar results. Given the

very high correlation between the growth rates of these series, this is not surprising from a statis-
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tical perspective. On the basis of standard arbitrage-based arguments, this is not unexpected on

economic grounds.

4 Conclusions

We provide several useful results for the literature on the post-World War II question of the Granger-

causal relationship between crude oil prices and US GDP growth. First, we show that quite strong

evidence can be generated in favor of IS predictability from oil prices to GDP over the past forty

years using standard model selection criteria and vintages of real-time data.

Our primary contribution is to examine the extent to which there is OOS forecasting evidence

in favor of such predictability using real-time data. Via point forecasts, our key finding from

bivariate models of the relationship between GDP growth and crude oil prices is that there is very

strong evidence in favor of OOS oil price Granger causality for GDP from the mid-1980s through

the end of the Great Recession; further analysis suggests that these findings may reflect omission

of Kilian’s (2009) real global economic activity measure from our bivariate model. Our density

forecasts produce evidence of OOS predictability from oil prices to GDP growth when the 1970s

and early 1980s are included in the OOS period. They also show that our oil price alternative

models generate a massive bout of forecast uncertainty following the late 1973 crude oil price

increases; at no other point in the OOS period is there similar behavior in forecast uncertainty.

In the published discussion of Hamilton (2009), one participant suggests that the IS results

presented in that paper may reflect overfitting and thus may overestimate the effect of oil prices

on GDP. Among the standard checks against such a claim is carrying out an OOS investigation

of the underlying relationship. Accordingly, we believe our results suggest that Hamilton’s (2009)

findings do not stem from overfitting.

Our analysis is agnostic about whether the oil price movements which OOS Granger-cause GDP

are due to demand shocks, supply shocks, or both, and believe it would be informative to determine

which type of shocks drive the oil price predictability we uncover. We note two issues of concern

with applying, for example, Kilian’s (2009) framework to produce estimates of such shocks for the

problem we study. First, data availability on world crude oil production would reduce considerably

the length of the OOS period. Second, Hamilton (2009) notes that, in several periods for which

Kilian’s (2009) procedure identifies shocks driven by a large precautionary demand for oil, actual oil

inventories in the U.S. decreased. That said, we think it would be fruitful to explore this question

in future work.
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Table 1: Tests of Equal Out-of-Sample Point Forecast Accuracy for Quarterly US GDP Growth Rates
with AR Benchmarks

1970-2009 1975-2009 1980-2009 1985-2009 1990-2009 1995-2009 2000-2009

Forecast horizon h=1

AR(4) (bench) 0.623 0.574 0.440 0.251 0.290 0.316 0.389

vs. ARX(4)o 0.388 1.101 0.869 0.725 0.734 0.684 0.591
(0.105) (0.624) (0.224) (0.051) (0.060) (0.057) (0.044)

vs. ARX(4)n 0.657 1.010 0.846 0.688 0.632 0.560 0.449
(0.065) (0.536) (0.109) (0.026) (0.015) (0.013) (0.010)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.099) (0.772) (0.144) (0.038) (0.021) (0.018) (0.014)

AR(p)AIC (bench) 0.576 0.495 0.418 0.258 0.294 0.321 0.395

vs. ARX(p)oAIC 0.927 0.984 0.986 1.017 0.987 1.009 0.995
(0.127) (0.298) (0.366) (0.606) (0.421) (0.549) (0.479)

vs. ARX(p)nAIC 0.886 0.984 0.897 0.814 0.797 0.779 0.719
(0.139) (0.442) (0.017) (0.006) (0.005) (0.011) (0.006)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.229) (0.508) (0.034) (0.011) (0.011) (0.021) (0.013)

Forecast horizon h=4

AR(4) (bench) 0.806 0.684 0.512 0.297 0.349 0.358 0.456

vs. ARX(4)o 0.634 0.540 0.897 0.799 0.827 0.896 0.861
(0.377) (0.382) (0.097) (0.009) (0.009) (0.081) (0.046)

vs. ARX(4)n 0.592 0.411 1.011 0.830 0.862 0.829 0.809
(0.155) (0.130) (0.552) (0.030) (0.047) (0.049) (0.056)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.208) (0.182) (0.138) (0.015) (0.018) (0.085) (0.079)

AR(p)AIC (bench) 0.782 0.644 0.526 0.288 0.339 0.343 0.433

vs. ARX(p)oAIC 1.052 1.068 1.006 1.000 0.994 0.995 0.989
(0.824) (0.814) (0.723) (0.489) (0.337) (0.396) (0.290)

vs. ARX(p)nAIC 1.079 1.064 1.016 0.870 0.865 0.822 0.751
(0.740) (0.654) (0.629) (0.056) (0.059) (0.058) (0.027)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.982) (0.953) (0.851) (0.114) (0.116) (0.115) (0.057)

Notes: Table reports results for tests of equal out-of-sample point forecast accuracy for models of US GDP growth over
various out-of-sample periods for two forecasting horizons, h = 1 and h = 4 steps ahead. The models were estimated
using moving windows of real-time data; the first in-sample window is 1955Q1-1969Q4. For benchmark models, MSPEs
reported; for alternatives to the benchmark, the ratio of the alternative model’s adjusted MSPE to the benchmark’s
MSPE reported, where the adjusted MSPE was computed as per Clark and West (2007). In parentheses under the
MSPE ratios are reported p−values for the Clark and West (2007) test for equal forecast accuracy for nested models.
“AR(4)” and “ARX(4)” indicate that the lag length p was fixed at 4 for all estimation windows, and the subscript
AIC indicates that the lag length was selected using the Akaike Information Criterion. The superscripts “o” and “n”
indicate, respectively, that the ARX alternative model includes p lags of the crude oil price growth rate and the “net
oil price increase” (NOPI) measure introduced by Hamilton (1996). The row labeled “HW” reports p−values for the
“max t−statistic” variant of the Hubrich and West (2010) test for forecasting accuracy for a small set of nested models.
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Table 2: Tests of Equal Out-of-Sample Point Forecast Accuracy for Quarterly US GDP Growth Rates
with ARX Benchmarks at Forecast Horizon h = 1

1970-2009 1975-2009 1980-2009 1985-2009 1990-2009 1995-2009 2000-2009

ARX(4)i (bench) 1.215 1.077 0.687 0.495 0.414 0.376 0.486

ARX(4)i,o 1.200 0.830 0.880 0.835 0.964 0.944 0.922
(0.828) (0.041) (0.067) (0.051) (0.287) (0.246) (0.200)

ARX(4)i,n 0.942 0.770 0.862 0.941 0.997 1.000 1.005
(0.340) (0.076) (0.014) (0.251) (0.487) (0.500) (0.516)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.479) (0.064) (0.025) (0.085) (0.426) (0.377) (0.314)

ARX(4)c (bench) 1.056 0.996 0.674 0.461 0.352 0.273 0.326

ARX(4)c,o 1.167 0.768 0.952 0.828 0.916 0.872 0.837
(0.719) (0.046) (0.279) (0.026) (0.175) (0.178) (0.173)

ARX(4)c,n 1.035 0.923 0.866 0.870 0.884 0.890 0.882
(0.610) (0.241) (0.018) (0.022) (0.086) (0.200) (0.234)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.750) (0.079) (0.037) (0.042) (0.145) (0.275) (0.272)

ARX(4)s 0.412 0.319 0.273 0.348

ARX(4)s,o 0.781 0.912 0.834 0.794
(0.050) (0.210) (0.129) (0.113)

ARX(4)s,n 0.861 0.932 0.882 0.868
(0.066) (0.258) (0.213) (0.224)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.084) (0.277) (0.179) (0.164)

ARX(4)f 1.309 1.254 0.947 0.504 0.390 0.325 0.416

ARX(4)f,o 0.948 0.736 0.957 0.992 0.990 1.018 1.024
(0.413) (0.076) (0.231) (0.421) (0.433) (0.584) (0.598)

ARX(4)f,n 0.942 0.905 0.935 0.975 0.921 0.937 0.937
(0.275) (0.168) (0.161) (0.285) (0.119) (0.252) (0.282)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.385) (0.112) (0.265) (0.434) (0.201) (0.410) (0.448)

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

1970-2009 1975-2009 1980-2009 1985-2009 1990-2009 1995-2009 2000-2009

ARX(p)iAIC (bench) 0.970 0.911 0.639 0.430 0.314 0.253 0.314

ARX(p)i,oAIC 1.088 1.018 0.992 0.995 0.982 0.980 0.973
(0.928) (0.798) (0.333) (0.438) (0.367) (0.405) (0.395)

ARX(p)i,nAIC 1.042 1.055 0.944 0.989 1.037 1.005 1.021
(0.822) (0.864) (0.043) (0.393) (0.719) (0.519) (0.569)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.965) (0.871) (0.083) (0.579) (0.546) (0.591) (0.578)

ARX(p)cAIC (bench) 1.053 1.002 0.689 0.450 0.336 0.251 0.305

ARX(p)c,oAIC 1.036 1.008 0.975 0.940 0.940 0.914 0.895
(0.895) (0.635) (0.178) (0.088) (0.106) (0.141) (0.142)

ARX(p)c,nAIC 1.007 0.998 0.917 0.971 0.977 0.965 0.960
(0.565) (0.481) (0.018) (0.176) (0.325) (0.348) (0.356)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.802) (0.699) (0.035) (0.171) (0.201) (0.266) (0.269)

ARX(p)sAIC (bench) 0.422 0.319 0.275 0.355

ARX(p)s,oAIC 0.927 0.949 0.910 0.888
(0.117) (0.191) (0.129) (0.111)

ARX(p)s,nAIC 0.964 0.965 0.902 0.897
(0.207) (0.305) (0.173) (0.195)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.214) (0.297) (0.209) (0.186)

ARX(p)fAIC (bench) 1.215 1.176 0.880 0.478 0.360 0.259 0.330

ARX(p)f,oAIC 0.963 1.004 0.988 0.959 0.915 0.883 0.868
(0.241) (0.611) (0.186) (0.063) (0.014) (0.041) (0.044)

ARX(p)f,nAIC 0.934 0.974 0.926 0.948 0.910 0.851 0.828
(0.104) (0.249) (0.018) (0.067) (0.056) (0.073) (0.073)

HW: vs. 2 models (0.166) (0.414) (0.037) (0.122 (0.030) (0.080) (0.090)

Notes: See notes to Table 1. The superscripts “i,” “c,” “s,” and “f” indicate, respectively, that the ARX model includes
p lags of the growth rate of the import price deflator, the growth rate of the personal consumption expenditures
deflator, the linear detrended real shipping freight index of Kilian (2009), and a factor series provided by the first
principal component for the following set of variables: growth rates of the import price deflator, personal consumption
expenditures deflator, and nominal shipping freight index of Kilian (2009), the linear detrended real shipping freight
index of Kilian (2009), the 3-month T-Bill rate, and the 3-month T-Bill/fed funds, 10-year T-Bond/three-month T-Bill,
and Moody’s Baa/Aaa spreads. The superscripts “o” and “n” indicate, respectively, that the ARX alternative model
also includes p lags of the crude oil price growth rate and the “net oil price increase” (NOPI) measure introduced by
Hamilton (1996).
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Table 3: Log Scores for Out-of-Sample Density Forecasts for Quarterly US GDP Growth Rates

1970-2009 1975-2009 1980-2009 1985-2009 1990-2009 1995-2009 2000-2009

Forecast horizon h=1

AR(4) (bench) -1.184 -1.186 -1.187 -1.171 -1.227 -1.295 -1.376

vs. ARX(4)o -1.138 -1.144 -1.146 -1.110 -1.142 -1.187 -1.209
(0.227) (0.220) (0.222) (0.040) (0.015) (0.017) (0.012)

vs. ARX(4)n -1.110 -1.120 -1.116 -1.094 -1.123 -1.163 -1.181
(0.044) (0.049) (0.035) (0.017) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008)

AR(p)AIC (bench) -1.204 -1.199 -1.205 -1.195 -1.256 -1.332 -1.427

vs. ARX(p)oAIC -1.177 -1.172 -1.175 -1.161 -1.211 -1.276 -1.342
(0.127) (0.298) (0.366) (0.606) (0.421) (0.549) (0.479)

vs. ARX(p)nAIC -1.149 -1.155 -1.147 -1.132 -1.177 -1.231 -1.273
(0.139) (0.442) (0.017) (0.006) (0.005) (0.011) (0.006)

Forecast horizon h=4

AR(4) (bench) -1.249 -1.207 -1.212 -1.230 -1.303 -1.390 -1.516

vs. ARX(4)o -1.198 -1.205 -1.204 -1.207 -1.267 -1.344 -1.438
(0.306) (0.379) (0.338) (0.250) (0.184) (0.172) (0.124)

vs. ARX(4)n -1.175 -1.173 -1.173 -1.166 -1.214 -1.270 -1.336
(0.073) (0.109) (0.103) (0.042) (0.019) (0.018) (0.019)

AR(p)AIC (bench) -1.266 -1.224 -1.234 -1.245 -1.323 -1.417 -1.570

vs. ARX(p)oAIC -1.224 -1.217 -1.225 -1.234 -1.309 -1.400 -1.543
(0.023) (0.052) (0.026) (0.027) (0.027) (0.041) (0.023)

vs. ARX(p)nAIC -1.198 -1.192 -1.183 -1.184 -1.245 -1.312 -1.379
(0.185) (0.230) (0.106) (0.111) (0.111) (0.106) (0.043)

Notes: Table reports the log scores of the out-of-sample quarterly US GDP growth density forecasts over various
out-of-sample periods using models described in Section 2 for two forecasting horizons, h=1 and h=4 steps ahead; see
notes to Table 1 for explanation of notation used for names of models. In parentheses under the log scores are reported
p−values for the center of distribution variant of the Amisano and Giacomini (2007) test of equal density predictive
accuracy.
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Figure 1: Time Series Plot of WTI Crude Oil Price, 1955Q1-2009Q4

Notes: Time series plot of West Texas Intermediate crude oil price, 1955Q1-2009Q4. NBER recession dates are shaded in

yellow; end of recession that began in December 2007 determined by the Chauvet and Piger (2008) model.

Figure 2: Model Selection Criteria Across Estimation Windows
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Notes: The graphs show differences in AIC differences (AIC(benchmark) - AIC(alternative)) and Bayes Factors

(Prob(benchmark)/Prob(alternative), where ’Prob’ represents marginal likelihood) for the benchmark model without

oil prices and alternative models with an oil price measure included across fixed length 15-year moving estimation windows of

in-sample real-time data; if the benchmark model generates the better fit, then the AIC differences are negative and the Bayes

factor is greater than one. The black and black lines show comparisons between, respectively, the AR(p)AIC and ARX(p)oAIC

models, and AR(p)AIC and ARX(p)nAIC models; see notes to Table 1 for explanation of notation used for names of models.

The first and last in-sample periods are, respectively, 1955Q1-1969Q4 and 1994Q1-2009Q4.
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Figure 3: Fan Charts, 1-Step Ahead Forecasts, Lag Length Selected by AIC

1970 - 2009 2000 - 2009

Notes: For each fan chart, the black solid lines represent the 5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% percentiles of the corresponding

density forecast and the red solid line shows the realized values for real GDP growth, for each out-of-sample observation. In

each column, the first, second, and third graphs show the fan charts for the AR(p)AIC, ARX(p)oAIC, and ARX(p)nAIC models;

see notes to Table 1 for explanation of notation used for names of models.
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Figure 4: Fan Charts, 1-Step Ahead Forecasts, Lag Length p = 4

1970 - 2009 2000 - 2009

Notes: For each fan chart, the black solid lines represent the 5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% percentiles of the corresponding

density forecast and the red solid line shows the realized values for real GDP growth, for each out-of-sample observation. In

each column, the first, second, and third graphs show the fan charts for the AR(4), ARX(4)o, and ARX(4)n models; see notes

to Table 1 for explanation of notation used for names of models.
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